
Using Biocommunication to Grow 

ZYTO offers powerful biocommunication tools to help you and your team in 3 important areas:

Whether you are just beginning or are a seasoned 
veteran, ZYTO provides you with personalized 
information in each scan. Because ZYTO technolo-
gy uses the unique biological coherence of each 
individual, you can be confident in the results.

Most people who receive a scan naturally have an 
interest in purchasing products according to their 
biological coherence.

Additionally, ZYTO reports provide quick access to 
product descriptions, making you look like a pro.

People tend to remember their ZYTO scan experi-
ence and are usually willing to share their results 
with friends and family. Because everyone wants to 
learn what supplements are most coherent for their 
body, attracting potential customers and bringing 
current customers back for a follow-up is natural 
and easy.

CONFIDENCE

“I made back the money I spent buying 
the ZYTO system within three weeks 
of getting it. The amazing part... 
I did it while on vacation.”

—Annette D.  Eden, NY

Helping your business partners get a nice paycheck 
is a satisfying and rewarding experience. The 
sooner a new recruit is able to make money, the 
more committed they become to your business.

ZYTO helps you generate revenue in two ways:

• Clients who receive a ZYTO scan commonly buy 
the products that are indicated.

• Potential new business partners are attracted to 
the simplicity and effectiveness of your scanning 
business model.

ZYTO technology helps you and your team gener-
ate revenue quickly and helps you progress through 
the compensation levels towards greater revenue.

REVENUE
Discover the model for success and replicate it 
throughout your organization. This is a key to 
success for every successful network marketer, and 
it’s never been easier.

The ZYTO software is easy to learn—you  can teach 
it to others in a matter of minutes. Even a complex 
product line can be managed by a novice. By using 
ZYTO scanning as your foundation, you’ll find that 
replicating your success is easy and effective.

REPLICATION

The ZYTO Hand Cradle has been cleared by the FDA for the measurement of galvanic skin response. ZYTO software has not undergone FDA review for effectiveness. ZYTO technologies are not intended to be used in the diagnosis, cure, treatment, mitigation, or prevention of any disease or medical condition. The diagnosis and treatment 

of medical conditions should only be undertaken by qualified medical professionals. ZYTO professional software provides general wellness information and should not be used without the involvement of a licensed healthcare professional. ZYTO products have not been the subject of controlled clinical trials to establish their effectiveness 

and their use is not a generally accepted medical practice by the traditional medical establishment. If you have any questions regarding ZYTO technology or our products please contact us at info@zyto.com.
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